An annual benefit for the
Monterey Bay Salmon and Trout Project

When: March 10, 2018 1:00 pm weigh-in deadline.
Where: Portuguese Hall, 216 Evergreen St. Santa Cruz 95060.
Why: Good times, good fishing, good food & supporting a great cause!
Entry Fee: $40.00 Adult. $30.00 for Junior (16 yrs and under)
*Meal only* tickets available at the door $10.00
Rules, waiver, sign-up sheet
You may fish wherever you want with whatever you want casting from shore or jetties, piers, etc.
within current DFG regulations. Perch taken from any type boat are not eligible. Must weigh- in
by 1pm. You must return to The Portuguese Hall by the 1pm cut-off time with your catch. We will
weigh all fish and determine the winners. The winner in each category will be awarded a trophy
and prize. During dinner, remaining prizes and giveaway items will be raffled off.
14th ANNUAL SAND CRAB CLASSIC PERCH TOURNAMENT RULES
1. All fish entered must be caught using methods deemed legal by the California Department of
Fish and Game. All adult anglers over the age of 16 must possess a current California fishing
license while engaged in fishing for the tournament. Shore fishing only, no boats. Pier fishing is
OK.
2. All fish must be presented for weigh-in at the official measuring station by 1pm on Derby day.
3. Fish caught prior to the day of the Derby are ineligible.
4. All perch species and only perch species are eligible for the Derby. Barred Surf Perch
(BSP) and “other” perch are separate categories and share top honors, with a full
complement of trophies and prizes. Grand Master Trophy and Honors go for biggest perch
of any species, including BSP.
5. Winners will be determined by the single PERCH of greatest weight. Should two or more fish
tie for greatest weight, whichever fish is longer will be determined as the winner.
6. Must be present on Derby Day to pick up T-Shirts. No shirts available after Derby Day
March 11, 2016.
7. Please include LEGIBLE email address, individual NAMES and T-SHIRT SIZES for ALL
participants on the entry form.

The 14th Annual Sandcrab Classic Perch Tournament- (Send this page only if mailing entry)
As a participant in the Sand Crab Classic Perch Tournament, I hereby agree to release and
discharge the organizers, sponsors, volunteers (organizers) and other participants on behalf of
myself, my spouse, my children, my heirs, assigns, personal representative and estate as follows:
1. I acknowledge that surf fishing entails known and unanticipated risks, which could result in
physical or emotional injury, paralysis, death or damage to myself, to property, or to third parties. I
understand that such risks simply cannot be eliminated without jeopardizing the essential
qualities of the activity. The risks include, among other things: tidal conditions and currents, travel
to remote areas, collision with objects or watercraft, prolonged exposure to cold water,
hypothermia, accidental drowning, mental anguish or trauma, illness in remote areas, exposure to
sun, strong wind, cold, storms, large waves, eddies and whirlpools, lightning, aggressive and/or
poisonous marine life, wrist, arm, shoulder and/or back injuries, slips and falls, and rapidly
changing adverse weather and water conditions.
2. I expressly agree and promise to accept and assume all of the risks existing in this activity. My
participation in this activity is purely voluntary, and I elect to participate in spite of the risks.
3. I hereby voluntarily release, forever discharge, and agree to indemnify and hold harmless the
organizers, sponsors, volunteers and other participants of this event from any and all claims,
demands, or causes of action, which are in any way connected with my participation in this
activity, including any such claims which allege negligent acts or omission of the organizers.
4. By signing this entry form, I acknowledge I have had sufficient opportunity to read this entire
document. I have read and understand it, and I agree to be bound by its terms.
The 13th Annual Sandcrab Classic Perch Tournament March 11, 2017. Weigh-in and BBQ
starts at noon. Weigh-in strictly ends at 1pm. Portuguese Hall 216 Evergreen St, Santa Cruz

SIGNATURE_

DATE_

ENTRY FORM- fill out completely $40 Adult entry $30 Junior entry
FULL NAME:
PHONE #:
EMAIL:

T SHIRT SIZE: (S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL)
each and give sizes
AMOUNT ENCLOSED $
Additional sign-ups. Full Name and T Shirt size please

MAIL TO:

Sand Crab Classic
c/o Allen Bushnell
3201 Salisbury Dr.
Santa Cruz, CA 95065

add’l shirts add $20

